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PERGOLA
In summer and winter, it allows you to benefit more easily from the 
outdoor spaces at home or at your workplace. Thanks to its special fabric, 
it contributes to heat insulation. Oval option to make your room more spacious 
and aesthetic appearance. In addition, all metal parts are aluminum and does not 
bother you with the problem of rusting. With its rich color option, it offers different 
designs to different concepts in fabrics and skeletons, allowing you to evaluate 
the outdoor spaces in a stylish and economical way. System profiles are compatible 
with other systems thanks to special design and provide easy installation advantage. 
      Motorized automation system provides ease of use with buttons and buttons, while 
                 LED lightings, light color options and controlled light options add comfort to your                 
                                 living space. The entire system is guaranteed for five years.









Zipped Store
         With its elegant and elegant design, the zip curtain, which                         
        can be used as a side closure and shade, offers you a whole                                           
    new concept. Thanks to its perforated screnn fabric, it protects                 
    you from the sun when it does not prevent clean air. Thanks to  
      its side channels, it does not leave in the wind and provides a  
        tense and elegant appearance. It can be used as a shade in  
  outdoor areas or it can be used to divide the area. Thanks to its  
  thin and elegant frame, it is compatible with all areas. Sun           
   shading can be used as a sunny weather while benefiting from   
    the shade of the outside image and clean air does not prevent  
         the use of glass can be used in front of areas. It is easy to  
            install.It protects from sunlight, it can be applied as a           
            sunshade in front of the windows. It prevents wind and   
 dust, allows you to open the compartments without   
   blocking the fresh air.
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Cassette Awning
Thanks to its easy-to-use and fully assembled mechanism, 

aluminum skeleton is designed to protect the awning which is 
not affected by the weather conditions from the effects of adverse 

weather conditions. With motor and manual options, wide skeleton and 
acrylic fabric options add value to your places. By adding a wind and sun 

sensor, it protects your awning and comfort in your living spaces, even 
if you are away from home. Makes your outdoor spaces usable in rainy and 

sunny weather. It creates pleasant spaces in your gardens and outdoors while it 
reflects your style with imported acrylic fabric options. It can be controlled 

remotely by adding wind house solar sensor. It provides solution to your outdoor 
lighting problem thanks to its spot-spotable enclosure. Thanks to its imported    

acrylic fabric, it does not cause fading leakage problem    
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Win Tent
To fend off t he light coming at an angle at 

sunrise or sundown, this system can move up to 
170 degress down. As it is modular to be used 

with acrylic, screen or vinyl fabrics, a large logo 
can be painted on it to perform as a great 

advertisement for any business. It can either be 
controlled manually or remotely in a company 

with solar/wind sensors, it delivers a huge 
comfort. Calypso it truly a solution for homes, 

businesses, restaurants,  summer home 
etc, wherever you like to have it.
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